
 

Blackmagic Design DaVinci Resolve Studio 16.1.0.55
Win

blackmagic design davinci resolve studio 16.1.0.55 win is a powerful professional editing solution for
apple mac, linux and windows based pcs. davinci resolve is a powerful and easy to use editing and color

grading tool that features a fast, friendly workflow, a powerful audio engine, wide gamut hdr, a full
feature previewer, advanced multicam and tilt shift editing tools, and more! learn more the cut page is

perfect for projects with tight deadlines that you have to turn around quickly. its also great for
documentary work. the cut page has a streamlined interface thats fast to learn and designed for speed.
features such as source tape, dual timelines, fast review, and smart editing tools help you work faster

than ever. the sync bin and source overwrite tools are the fastest way to edit multicam programs,
making it easy to create perfectly synchronized cut aways! everything on the cut page is action based so

every click does something. that means youll spend more time editing and less time hunting for
commands. plus, the scalable interface is great for portableediting! learn more davinci resolve 18

features a whole new way of remote collaboration using cloud based workflows! you can host project
libraries using blackmagic cloud and collaborate on the same timeline, in real time with multiple users all
over the world. the proxy generator app creates and manages proxies for you. davinci resolve has a new
proxy menu, which makes working with them automatic. you can relink original media and proxies in a

single click! apple neural engine support allows up to 30x faster playback on apple mac m1 models.
davinci resolve 18 includes new resolve fx such as ultra beauty and 3d depth maps, improved subtitling

for editors, fairlight fixed bus to flexbus conversion andmore! learn more
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